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Krzysztof Penderecki’s “Ars Contrapuncti”
The main motto of Penderecki’s varied works to which he conse-
quently adhered for almost fifty years was (1) the repetition of sound-
ideas and (2) a dialectical play between what is similar and that
is different. The thesis of my paper is to claim that the idea of
“ars contrapuncti” associated with the audible effect of repetition of
sound-ideas and an effect of polyphony (that is, composing one line
or sound-idea simultaneously with another one) is the foundation of
his “ars componendi”.
1. “Ars contrapuncti” and the ‘Music of the Future’
20th-Century artists who approved the ideology of progress and ‘his-
torical necessity’, looked for the ‘music of the future’. Therefore,
the “ars contrapuncti”, associated with ‘early church music’, was con-
nected with a pejoratively-interpreted “retour au passe´” (return to
the past), and treated as evidence of artistic impotence and inability
to create ‘something new’.1
1In 19th- and 20th-Century music education, modeled on the program of compo-
sitional studies realized at the Paris Conservatory, the idea was accepted that
the ‘art of counterpoint’ can be of use only in the beginning phase of compo-
sitional study – to serve as an introduction to the so-called ‘free composition’
practiced by the ‘mature artist’. Cf. Renate Groth, Die franzo¨sische Kompo-
sitionslehre des 19. Jahrhunderts, Wiesbaden, 1983, S. 86-88. – At the end
of the 19th and beginning of the 20th Centuries, the German theorist August
Halm, the author of Von zwei Kulturen der Musik (Mu¨nchen 1913), stated that
in music history, one can distinguish ‘two cultures’: the early – associated with
polyphonic technique, euphonic vocal or vocal-instrumental sound, and a Bibli-
cal vision which could be symbolized by the art of Johann Sebastian Bach; and
the modern musical culture linked with the theory of harmony, instrumental
orchestral sound, and with the aesthetics of expression (“Musik als Ausdruck”),
which is symbolized by the art of Beethoven and provides inspiration for musical
modernism.
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Composers of ‘music of the future’ should always create something
new. They preferred an empirical effect of continual change in sound
events (as a process of becoming) described by the Scho¨nbergian term:
‘developing variation’.2 The philosophical support for these postu-
lates was the so-called “Lebensphilosophie” (the philosophy of Wil-
helm Dilthey, Friedrich Nietzsche and others). In the theory of ‘new
music’, the idea of ‘sound-similarity’ and repetition was abandoned.
What is constant and recurring was associated with the Scho¨nbergian
concept of “Grundgestalt” – treated as an abstract, mathematical set
of elements (retaining its identity despite such operations as permu-
tation, rotation, retrogradation, inversion, etc.).3 The ‘new music’
was to be subject to the postulate of ‘emancipation of dissonance’.
This postulate – formulated from a position of, as it were, historical
necessity for evolution in ‘musical material’ – had the aim of breaking
with the ‘music of the past’ associated with euphonic sounds.
Beyond this, the artistic avant-garde treated sound as the
“Urschrei” (‘prial scream’ of a pantheistically-conceived Mother Na-
ture) or as the ‘voice of Matter’, because they promoted a panthe-
istic, nihilistic or materialistic view of reality. Meanwhile, the “ars
contrapuncti” was associated with a Biblical world view accepted by
2See Carl Dahlhaus, What is ‘developing variation’?, in: idem, Schoenberg and
the New Music, translated by Derrick Puffett and Alfred Clayton, Cambridge
1987, pp. 128-133.
3The post-war artistic avant-garde, considered dodecaphonic or serial music (that
is, a composition written in accordance with the idea of a pre-compositional se-
ries of abstract pitch classes, as well as of rhythmic values, dynamic markings,
etc.) to be novel evidence of compositional craftsmanship and intellectual refine-
ment. Thus, the concept of the “work of art” (“Kunstwerk”) itself – associated
with a system of rules ensuring an effect of similarity, as well as an impression
of euphonic sound – was revalued. The term “Kunstwerk” was now linked with
music devoid of the effect of sound-similarity, which effect had been linked for
centuries with the impression of order by means of the term ‘composition’. A
new symptom of compositional craftsmanship, artistic discipline and ‘repeata-
bility’ was the idea of a pre-compositional series of pitch classes. The notation
of the score was determined by rules described by ‘new music’ theorists – rules
of abstract, mathematical similarity between different sets of pitch classes and
the pre-compositional series – and not by the audible effect of sound-similarity.
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composers of early music. This association of “ars contrapuncti” with
the Judeo-Christian message – as well as with the principle of imi-
tation and with a system of rules limiting, as it were, the freedom
of the modern artist – affected the negative attitude of avant-garde
composers towards the concept of “ars contrapuncti”.4
An example could be Scho¨nberg’s response to the music of Stravin-
sky, which was a creative continuation of the traditional “ars contra-
puncti”. In the 1920s, as we know, Stravinsky definitely alluded in his
works to the“ars contrapunti”and to the music of J. S. Bach. In pub-
lished statements, he declared explicitly that the idea of counterpoint
– associated with the audible effect of sound similarity – is the back-
ground of his music.5 In 1928, Scho¨nberg composed the work Drei
4For example, the fugue representing the third movement of Charles Ives’ Sym-
phony No. 4 (1909-16) was (in the composer’s intention) a symbol of slavery
and ossified formalism characterizing, as it were, early European culture – a
symbol of passive submission to imposed rules. The remaining movements of
the symphony are symbols of the ideals of freedom and democracy – the foun-
dation of the ‘New World’ culture. The symphony was to symbolize the various
attitudes taken by people towards the reality in which they live.
5In an article published in November 1924 in the Polish magazine Muzyka (on
the occasion of his stay in Warsaw), Stravinsky wrote: “I have sometimes heard
the opinion that in my latest works I am ‘returning’ to Bach. This assertion,
however, is only half correct. For I am not striving for Bach, but for that
idea of ‘pure counterpoint’, which had already existed for many decades before
Bach, and of which he was a representative. Pure counterpoint seems to me the
only possible material from which it is possible to forge strong and enduring
musical forms. It will be replaced neither by the most sophisticated harmonies,
nor by the greatest wealth of instrumentation. [. . . ] Today, counterpoint has
become for me a point of departure to that phase of art described by the word
‘composition’. This idea of pure counterpoint has given my latest works a new,
different style which I now intend to propagate personally in the major musical
centers of the world.’ Igor Stravinsky, O mych ostatnich utworach [“About my
latest works”], in: Muzyka (1924), No. 1, pp. 16-17. According to Stravinsky,
the idea of counterpoint should represent the foundation for the compositional
activities also of the modern artist who wants to obtain the effect of clear and
masterful construction of musical works (e.g. an effect based on the principle
of harmonious arrangement of that which is similar and that which is different,
with regard to both successive and simultaneous sound events).
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Satiren (to his own text), which was a clear attempt to deprecate the
artistic attitude of Stravinsky (whom he called “der kleine Modern-
sky [. . . ] ganz der Papa Bach”). Stravinsky, who recognized himself
in the figure of the ‘little Modernsky’, stated later (in conversations
with Robert Craft): “Schoenberg wrote a very nasty verse about me;
though I almost forgive him, for setting it to such a remarkable mirror
canon.”6
2. “Ars contrapuncti” as Background of Penderecki’s Aesthetics and
Technique of Composition
Penderecki made his debut at a time when the aforementioned ide-
ology of progress was universally accepted. But from the beginning
of his career as a composer he looked for the audible effect of sound
similarity and used principles of composition connected with the “ars
contrapuncti”. The world of the Bible associated with early music,
as well, has always been very close to Penderecki’s heart.7
Contributing to the young composition student’s acceptance of the
idea of counterpoint, as the foundation of ‘masterly music,’ was his
contact with the original personality of Franciszek Sko lyszewski – a
musicologist and pianist, an erudite person knowledgeable about both
philosophical and humanistic thought, and the concepts of mathe-
matics and physics. It was he who sensitized Penderecki to the values
of the “ars contrapuncti” conceived not only as a part of the great
6Igor Stravinsky/Robert Craft, Conversation with Igor Strawinsky [1959], Berke-
ley/Los Angeles 1980, p. 83.
7It is characteristic that already in his youthful Psalms of David (1958), Pende-
recki linked his music with the worshipful text of Biblical Psalms (“Do Ciebie
wo lam, Kro´lu niebieski. . . ” [“To Thee I cry, O King of Heaven. . . ”]). In the
Strophes (1959) – utilizing words of the prophet Isaiah (Bk. Y, vv. 20–21):
“Biada wam, kto´rzy nazywacie z lo dobrem, a dobro z lem” [“Woe to you who
call evil good, and good evil”] – he clearly defined his attitude towards the
Nietzschean philosophy of ‘beyond good and evil’.
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European tradition of ‘masterly music,’ but also as a basis for con-
temporary compositional activities.8
In the course of his fifty-year artistic career, Penderecki has re-
mained faithful to the traditional ‘art of counterpoint’, as well as to
the principles of musical rhetoric and musical dramaturgy – that is,
to the idea of the work of art – a work exhibiting the impression of
sound-similarity and bringing out the dramaturgical effect of aiming
8Penderecki has often emphasized that it was to Sko lyszewski that he owed his
awareness that in the process of composition, it is essential to ‘think in lines,
and not in chords’, i.e. his recognition that a musical composition does not
have to be a successive set of chords (as it was claimed by the theory of har-
mony whose rules replaced the art of counterpoint), but rather (according to
the traditional idea of counterpoint) a composition of simultaneous ‘lines’ (i.e.
some sort of ‘musical actions’), similar and different: “Sko lyszewski opened my
eyes, made me aware that music is not chords, it is not vertical thinking, but
rather horizontal (that is, he began to educate me in polyphony). He indicated
that it is worthwhile to try abstract thinking in lines – not planes, not chords.
To this day, this has remained with me: in writing a work, I think horizontally
– chords are often the result of following lines.” Przemys law C´wiklin´ski/Jacek
Ziarno, Pasja. O Krzysztofie Pendereckim [“Passion. On Krzysztof Pendere-
cki”], Warsaw 1993, p. 49.
Sko lyszewski also conveyed to his student an enthusiasm for new sound effects
linked with the world of technology, which probably helped the young composer
to step boldly into the ‘salons of the avant-garde’. In the 1960s, Penderecki pro-
posed a new view of musical composition – a composition making audacious use
of atypical, sometimes extreme sound effects, but not entangled in the philo-
sophical and aesthetic concepts of the ‘new art’ appealing, on the one hand, to
the Nietzschean revaluation of all values and the “Lebensphilosophie”, and on
the other hand, to the idea of composition as a set of points (i.e. pitch classes),
arranged according to the requirements of the ‘new logic’. This aesthetic and
philosophical difference, characteristic of the divergence of his attitude towards
new sound effects from serialism, was expressed by the composer in the follow-
ing words: “Boulez and I think in a completely different way. [. . . ] As far as
Darmstadt School is concerned, I actually never had any convergence with it. I
my view, the difference between its representatives and myself could perhaps be
described in this way: they are interested above all in points, while I am inter-
ested in the line”. Ates¸ Orga, Krzysztof Penderecki, in: Music and Musicians
22 (1973), p. 39.
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towards culmination. In my paper, I wish to draw attention to three
aspects of Penderecki’s “ars contrapuncti”:
1) a construction of music named ‘fugue’ and ‘passacaglia’,
2) a texture which is the result of the simultaneous realization of
similar melodic schemes in different rhythms, and
3) a ‘linear counterpoint’, that is, a quasi-polyphonic shaping of the
melody.
2.1. The Fugue and the Passacaglia as a Dialectic of Similarity and
Difference
In the scores of such works as the Magnificat, Symphony No. 3, and
Symphony No. 5, there appear names (“fugue”, “passacaglia”) which
appeal explicitly to the traditional means of shaping musical time as-
sociated with the ‘art of counterpoint’. In the Magnificat, the second
movement bears the name “fugue”, and the fifth movement – “pas-
sacaglia”. Similarly entitled is the fourth movement of Symphony
No. 3; also called by the name ‘passacaglia’ is a fragment of the
one-movement Symphony No. 5 (this fragment is designated by the
numbers [22]–[26]). In his works, Penderecki alluded in a new way
to principles of musical construction associated with the concept of
fugue or passacaglia – that is, he brought out in a new way the dialec-
tical play between that which is similar and that which is different.
In Penderecki’s music, the fugue construction (e.g. the second
movement of the Magnificat)9 brings out both the principle of recur-
rence of similar sound-ideas and the principle of contrast (see Table
No. 1). For in this fragment, one can distinguish two sound-ideas
(a, b; fulfilling the function of two themes), repeated with modifi-
cation multiple times. The composer treated these sound-ideas in a
new manner. The first of them (a) is like a long-lasting, ‘vibrating’
chord; it is realized as the superimposition of seven different rhythmic
schemes (complementing each other to comprise a uniform quaver mo-
9In this fragment, the following verses are utilized: “Quia respexit humilitatem
ancillae suae: / Ecce enim, ex hoc beatam me dicent omnes generationes. /
Quia fecit mihi magna qui potens est: et sanctum nomen eius.”
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tion).10 Thus, the impression of identity of the repeated sound-idea
(fulfilling the function of theme I) is created by the stable rhythmic
structure, as well as by the vertical interval structure of that chord.
Characteristic of this ‘theme’, thus, is stability of the vertical interval
structure.
The effect of contrast between the repeated sound-ideas fulfilling
the functions of two themes, is obtained by confrontation of that
which is vertical (chordal) with that which is linear (melodic). The
functions of theme II are fulfilled by a superimposition of five stable
rhythmic schemes which together create one sound-idea (b), or by
only one melody (b1). The effect of contrast is also the result of us-
ing selectively-formed tone structures (fulfilling the functions of two
themes), and non-selective sonorities played as quasi-glissando (x) or
fast repetition (y). The dialectical play of similarity and difference
brings out the hierarchically differentiated, quasi-symmetrical con-
struction of the whole: (AB) C (ABA) (see Music Examples No. 1a
and 1b).
The modification of the repeated sound-ideas consists of transpo-
sition, inversion of the interval scheme, also retrogression and retro-
grade inversion, as well as augmentation of the rhythmic scheme. The
sound-quality is also subject to modification by the association with
different instruments. However, ‘theme I’ is realized (9x) exclusively
by the vocal parts (choral or solo), while ‘theme II’ is performed
(11x) both by the instrumental ensemble and by the vocal parts.
Penderecki links the effect of contrast of repeated sound-ideas with
means of modification associated with the ‘art of counterpoint’. At
the same time – via appropriate montage of repeated tone structures
– he brings out a clear hierarchical construction of the whole which is
subject to a relationship of A B A1-type symmetry (see Table No. 1).
* * *
10Each of the seven rhythmic schemes utilizes only two different pitches which
together create this effect of ‘vibration’, a 14-tone chord of thirds alterning with
half-tones. At the beginning, it takes the following form: e flat-g flat-g-b flat-
b-c1-d1-e flat1-e1-g2-g sharp2-a2-b2-c3 = structure (number of half-tones):
3-1-3-1-1-2-1-1-3–13–1-1-1.
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Nos. themes sung or modifications sonorities verses
played by quasi repe-
gliss. tition
[0] a soli Quia respexit humilitatem ancillae suae:
1 a choir transposition Quia respexit humilitatem ancillae suae:
2 x Ecce enim, ex hoc bestam me dicent omnes
A choir generationes.
3-4 a stretto Choir transposition Quia respexit humilitatem ancillae suae:
a soli inversion Quia respexit humilitatem ancillae suae:
5 x Ecce enim, ex hoc bestam me dicent omnes
choir generationes.
6 b trp + horn + trb
6a b fl + ob + engl. retrogression
7 b soli inversion Qui-a (qui-a fe- fe-cit) fe-cit mi-hi
8 b choir retrograde hi mi cit fe cit fe fe a qui a qui
B inversion
9 b stretto trp + horn + trb
b choir: T + B Qui-a (qui-a fe- fe-cit) fe-cit mi-hi
b1 S
b1 S
Quia fecit mihi magna qui potens est: et sanctum nomen eius.
Ecce enim, ex hoc beatam me dicent omnes generationes.
Bible text: Quia respexit humilitatem ancillae suae:
Table No. 1: Penderecki, Magnificat, Fugue: Scheme of construction: [A B] C [A1 B1 A2]
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Nos. themes sung or modifications sonorities verses
played by quasi repe-
gliss. tition
10a y
11 x Ecce enim, ex hoc bestam me dicent omnes
C choir generationes
12 y1 Ec-ce e-nim, ex hoc be-a-tam
soli me di-cent om-nes
ge-ne-ra-tiones
13 a soli (7) Quia respexit humilitatem ancillae suae:
A1 14 a choir Quia respexit humilitatem ancillae suae:
15 b1 stretto cl
b1 soli: A augmentation Qui qui-a fe-cit mi-hi magna. . .
B1 b1 Bar Qui fe-cit mi-hi magna
augmentation
16- y
17
18 a stretto choir various Quia fecit mihi magna:
simultaneous
augmentations
19 x
A2 choir et sanctum, sanctum nomen nomen eius
20 a choir & soli (another rhythm) et sanctum, sanctum nomen nomen eius
a = first “theme” consisting of one 14-tone chord played as superimposition of seven rhythmic schemes (using
only two pitches): e flat-g flat-g-b flat-b-c1-d1-e flat1-e1-g2-g sharp2-a2-b2-c3 (half-tones: 3-1-3-1-1-2-1-1-
3–13–1-1-1) (beginning of the fugue)
b = second “theme” as a superimposition of five melodic lines (with pauses)
b1 = second “theme” as only one melodic line
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Music Example No. 1b: Penderecki, Magnificat, Fugue: The sound-idea fulfilling the function of the
first theme
Music Example No. 1a: Penderecki, Magnificat, Fugue: The sound-idea fulfilling the function of the
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The construction of passacaglia from Symphony No. 3 is another ex-
ample of the dialectical play of similarity and difference as well as a
musical drama with a clear culmination (see Table No. 2). In part
A (as well as A1, A2, A3), the audience’s attention is concentrated,
on the one hand, on an obsessively repeated pitch (d, later f ); on the
other hand, on five successive melodic lines (utilizing mainly the in-
tervals of the tritone and the minor second) (Music Example No. 2).
Penderecki thus achieves an effect of polyphony, that is of simulta-
neously carrying on two musical actions, and at the same time, in
a masterful manner, produces an effect of terrace-like growth in dy-
namics ending with a culmination (A2).
First, the repeated pitch is doubled at the octave, and then ‘melted’
into a long-lasting, peculiarly-constructed 12-tone chord (A1) and a 7-
tone chord (A2) (see Table No. 3). After arriving at the culmination,
the repetitions cease; against the background of a prolonged tone (in
pianissimo), one hears first the ‘call’ of the bass trumpet, then of
the English horn; and at the end, the violoncello intones the melody
(“cantabile”), imitated by a group of seven violoncellos. The finale
– repetitions of the tone d – recalls the beginning of the passacaglia
(see Music Example No. 2).
In the fragment called ‘passacaglia’ in the one-movement Sym-
phony No. 5 (Korean), Penderecki continually repeats a Korean
melody which has a special meaning in Korean culture, for during the
Japanese occupation, it was a symbol of striving for national inde-
pendence (see Table No. 4). The clear construction of the passacaglia
brings out an ABA1B1-type contrast obtained by the confrontation
of ostinato-type textures – that is, the successive repetition of the
melody (B) – with a quasi-polyphonic texture (A), that is, the si-
multaneous realization of an analogous melodic scheme in different
rhythms. The composer enhances this textural effect of contrast and
similarity via instrumentation and articulation (e.g. parts B and B1
are realized by the strings in “tremolo”).
But in many of Penderecki’s works, there also appear sound-ideas
which implicitly signal a relationship with the rules of composition
applied by the early masters of counterpoint; these sound-ideas ap-
peal to the means of modifying a repeated sound-ideas (such as, for
example, inversion, stretto) associated with the art of counterpoint.
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(1) melodic line (2) melodic line (3) imitation of melodic line long-lasting 8-tone chord
(bass trumpet – (English horn – (G-A flat-d-e flat-e-f-b flat-b)
“poco animato”) “Andante sostenuto”) (7 cellos – “cantabile”) played by 7 cellos + 1 viola
quasi-bourdon repetition of D repetition of D
d1-d2
(bass trp + vn) (vc + cb + bells + timp) (vc + cb + bells + timp)
[8] [9] [10] [11]
B A3
long-las-
ting pitch e flat a flat
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
melodic played by played by played by played by played by
lines trombones bn + 3 horns trombones bn + 3 horns trombones
(from e + bcl (from (from e + vc (from e. . . )
flat. . . ) a flat . . . ) flat . . . ) (from e . . . )
repeated vc + cb vc + cb vc + cb + dbn + vn vc + cb + dbn + vn vc + cb vc + cb
pitch + dbn + va + cl + horn + va + cl + horn + dbn + vn + dbn + vn
D or F + timp + va + cl + va + cl
played by: + horn + timp + horn + timp
+ picc + fl . . . + picc + fl . . .
repetition repetition repetition of D (quavers) repetition of F repetition repetition
of D of D (quavers) of F of F
(quavers) (quavers) (quavers) (semi-quavers)
12-tone
or 7-tone 12-tone chord (X) 7-tone
chord chord (Y)
Nos. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]
A A1 A2
Allegro moderato (quaver = 130)
Scheme of construction: A A1 A2 – B – A3
Table No. 2: Penderecki, Symphony No. 3, Passacaglia
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Music Example No. 2: Penderecki, Symphony No. 3, Passacaglia: Construction
of five melodic lines
For example, a fragment of the Violin Concerto No. 2 (Nos. [68]–
[73]) is interesting from this viewpoint; though the composer does
not indicate its counterpoint structure with any verbal description in
the published score. In No. 68 of the score, the solo violin plays the
melody (starting from b); it is imitated by the violas (in inversion,
starting from d1) and by the first violins (starting from b). Then it is
played in “stretto” by the violoncellos and bassoons in a low register;
and by the flutes, oboes and clarinets, in a high register.
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Table No. 3: Penderecki, Symphony No. 3, Passacaglia
Construction of 12-tone (X) and 7-tone (Y) chords
12-tone chord as intervals of repeated
repetition of 1 pitch sequence of pitches instrumentation
or sequence of 2-3 pitches
F-f-f 1-f 2-f 3 (repetition) strings +
cl + dbn + 2 horns
+ bells + timp
e2 - 1 - 1
e flat2 3 trp
d2
d flat1 + 1 cl + 3 horns + vl
c1 (div.)
a flat + 1 + 1
g 3 trb
f sharp
B - 1 - 1 bcl + bn + trp + trb
B flat + cb (div.)
A
X = construction of 12-tone chord: [F]-B-B flat-A-(f)-f sharp-g-a flat-c1-d flat1-
d2-(f 1)-e flat2-e2-(f 2)-(f 3)
7-tone chord as intervals of repeated
repetition of 1 pitch sequence of pitches instrumentation
or sequence of 2-3 pitches
F-f-f 1-f 2-f 3 repetition strings +
cl + dbn + 2 horns
+ bells + timp
a flat2 - 6 - 1
d2 3 trp
c sharp2
g1 + 1 + 6
c sharp1 3 trb
c1
Y = construction of 7-tone chord: [F-f ]-c1-c sharp1-(f 1)-g1-c sharp2-d2-(f 2)-a
flat2-(f 3)
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Table No. 4: Penderecki, Symphony No. 5, Passacaglia [Nos. 22-26]
Scheme of construction: A B A1 B2
various melodies various melodies played by:
played by:
(I) horn (solo); (IV) trp;
(II) ob (solo) . . . . . . . . . (V) horn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(III) vl 1 (con sordino) (VI) vl . . . . . . . . . . . .
(V) wood instruments
(fl - cl - trp - fl - horn -
cl - fl - bn - cl - ob - fl)
quasi-polyphonic texture ostinato (3x) quasi-polyphonic texture ostinato (3x)
stable interval scheme & stable interval & stable interval scheme & stable interval & rhythmic scheme
repeated different rhythms rhythmic scheme different rhythms played by
melody played simultaneously played by strings: played simultaneously (1) vc (div) + cb (div.)
played as: by wind instruments: vc (div) + cb (div) by strings: (tremolo & pizz.)
(4 trb, 2 cl, bcl) + cb (tremolo & arco) (vc, cb) + bcl + dbn (2) vc (div) + cb (div.)
(tremolo & arco) + timp.
(3) vc (div) + cb (div)
(tremolo & arco)
+ “timp. + campane
(nella orchestra)”
stable interval scheme
& augmented
rhythmic scheme (1:2)
played by
“campane tubolari
(dietro la scena)”
Nos. 22-23 4 bars before [23] – 11 bars before [24] – 3 bars after [24] – [26]
11 bars before [24] 3 bars after [24]
A B A1 B1
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2.2. Quasi-Polyphonic Texture
One of Penderecki’s characteristic ways of alluding to the idea of
counterpoint is the simultaneous realization of an analogous melodic
scheme in different rhythms. Examples of this type of texture can
be noticed, among other places, in the fragment of Symphony No. 5
(No. 22) under discussion, as well as in the Concerto grosso for 3
violoncellos (No. 69) (see Music Examples No. 3 and 4).
2.3. Melody as ‘Linear Counterpoint’
In Penderecki’s works composed at the end of the 1980s and in the
1990s, there appear melodies which have the character of ‘linear coun-
terpoint’ – that is, they are formed in such a way that, as a result of
large intervallic leaps, they give the impression of carrying on two ‘in-
terrupted’ melodic lines. As we know, the term ‘linear counterpoint’
was proposed by Ernst Kurth11 in his book entitled Grundlagen des
linearen Kontrapunkts. Einfu¨hrung in Stil und Technik von Bachs
melodischer Polyphonie, in which he analyzed this effect on the ex-
ample of J. S. Bach’s Sonatas for Violin Solo. In Penderecki’s art, an
example of this type of tone structure could be, among others, the
beginning of the second movement of the Quartet for Clarinet and
Strings as well as the melodies appearing in Symphony No. 5 (see
Music Example No. 5).
* * *
Thus Penderecki, like Stravinsky, considered the idea of counterpoint
(associated with a dialectic of that which is similar and different)
to be a basis for the compositional technique of contemporary com-
posers cultivating the idea of the work of art. He linked the “ars
contrapuncti” with the principles of rhetoric and drama via struc-
11Kurth used this term in reference to the peculiar shaping of the melodic line
in J.S. Bach’s Sonatas for Violin Solo. See Ernst Kurth, Grundlagen des li-
nearen Kontrapunkts. Einfu¨hrung in Stil und Technik von Bachs melodischer
Polyphonie, Bern 1917 (31956, reprinted 1977).
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163Music Example No. 3: Penderecki, Symphony No. 5, Passacaglia [no. 22] (score)
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Music Example No. 4: Penderecki, Concerto grosso for 3 Violoncellos [no. 69] (score)
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Music Example No. 5: Penderecki, Symphony No. 5: Scheme of melodic lines
(‘linear counterpoint’)
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tures of musical time which give the impression of a narrative aiming
towards a culmination, towards fullness of musical meaning. Pende-
recki’s compositional mastery also consists in the cultivation of those
values of European culture which Italo Calvino, in his Lezioni ameri-
cane. Sei proposte per il prossimi millennio, links with terms such as
Lightness, Speed, Precision, Transparency, Variety; so with the Work
of Art and Beauty.12
12Italo Calvino, Lezioni Americane. Sei proposte per il prossimo millennio, Mi-
lano 1993.
